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ABSTRACT

The ability of High Dynamic Range imaging (HDRi) to capture details in high-contrast environments, making
both dark and bright regions clearly visible, has a strong implication on privacy. However, the extent to which
HDRi affects privacy when it is used instead of typical Standard Dynamic Range imaging (SDRi) is not yet clear.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of HDRi on privacy via crowdsourcing evaluation using the Microworkers
platform. Due to the lack of HDRi standard privacy evaluation dataset, we have created such dataset containing
people of varying gender, race, and age, shot indoor and outdoor and under large range of lighting conditions.
We evaluate the tone-mapped versions of these images, obtained by several representative tone-mapping algo-
rithms, using subjective privacy evaluation methodology. Evaluation was performed using crowdsourcing-based
framework, because it is a popular and effective alternative to traditional lab-based assessment. The results of
the experiments demonstrate a significant loss of privacy when even tone-mapped versions of HDR images are
used compared to typical SDR images shot with a standard exposure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The legal term “invasion of privacy” typically refers to a person’s right to keep his or her life private and free
from the intrusion of others. It is widely agreed that photography, as a device for invading privacy, can be
extraordinarily intrusive. Digital photography, in particular, has led to a massive creation of new privacy issues
for many people. It is estimated that the average Londoner is photographed 300 times a day by CCTV cameras∗.
Modern invasion of privacy laws essentially protect people in four different ways: intrusion of solitude, public
disclosure of private facts, false light, and appropriation. The widespread use of image and video recording
devices makes protection of privacy a challenging problem.

High Dynamic Range imaging (HDRi or HDR) represents a set of techniques used in imaging and photography
to reproduce a greater dynamic range of luminosity than possible using standard digital imaging or photographic
techniques. HDR images or video can represent more accurately the range of intensity levels found in real scenes,
from direct sunlight to faint starlight. The most commonly used technique to capture HDR images is called
‘image fusion’ and involves taking several shots at different exposures, to capture the maximum dynamic range,
then combining them into one image. This technique allows to create HDR with existing sensors leading to its
increasing popularity, as it is already built into the smart phones software.1

HDRi allows higher detail and contrast that are missing from typical Standard Definition Range (SDR)
images. This feature opens new perspectives in digital photography but at the same time brings along serious
concerns in privacy intrusion issues. Private life activities or facts can be easier exposed now to common view
due to equally high quality details in dark and bright image regions offered by the new technology.

Therefore, in this paper, we study the extent of privacy intrusion incurred by the HDR imaging as opposed
to SDR imaging. We subjectively evaluate the effect of HDR on privacy using crowdsourcing approach. Crowd-
sourcing is a low cost and practical alternative to lab-based subjective evaluations, especially, for such subjective
and environment independent issues as privacy.2 We employ Microworkers † crowdsourcing platform and, since
todays devices are not able to display HDRi directly, we compare several tone-mapped image versions with its
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typical SDR counterpart. To this end, we created a privacy-aware image dataset, which consists of 20 HDR
images obtained by fusing 5 bracketed images with different exposures, depicting groups of people under highly
variable lighting conditions (see Figure 1 for the samples), including deep shades, sunny outdoor and dark indoor,
and lens sun flare.

We show to the crowdsourcing workers an SDR variant of each image (a zero level exposure in the camera
used, Nikon D70) in the dataset and four tone-mapped versions obtained using the following representative tone-
mapping operators: exponential (a simple global operator), by Drago et al.3 (a complex global operator), by
Reinhard and Devlin4 (a complex local-based operator), and by Ward and Simmons5 (a global operator adopted
in JPEG-HDR format). To evaluate privacy intrusiveness of HDR images in our dataset, we ask 5 privacy-related
questions about race, gender, details of clothing, and age. The answers to these questions can help us determine
how much privacy-related details are visible and rank different variations of the image according to privacy
intrusiveness.

Overall, the following are the main contributions of this paper:

• First to our knowledge, HDR privacy-aware image dataset;

• Subjective methodology and protocol for evaluation of privacy in HDR images;

• Crowdsourcing approach to evaluate privacy intrusiveness in images.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Privacy
A lot of research effort in the past was focused on approaches to incorporate privacy protection into existing
security systems and frameworks, typically via implementing access rights management and policies.6–9 An-
other large body of work is on development of algorithms and methods to protect visual privacy, such as using
watermarking to hide visual personal information,10 scrambling techniques to reversibly distort privacy sensi-
tive regions,11 removal of unauthorized personnel from the video feed,12 encoder independent geometrical-based
reversible distortions.13,14 However, little was done towards understanding of privacy issues in practical multi-
media applications, analysis of the effect of privacy protection on the main system utility, and development of
effective evaluation methodologies that take into account both the context and content.

Some work was done for the evaluation of privacy filters (tools that protect visual privacy) objectively. The
objective evaluation of several primitive privacy filters was first performed by Newton et al.,15 where the authors
demonstrated that such filters cannot adequately protect from the successful face recognition, because recognition
algorithms are robust. The robustness of face recognition and detection algorithms to primitive distortions is also
reported in Ref. 16. In the work by Dufaux et al.,17 a framework is defined to evaluate the performance of face
recognition algorithms applied to images altered by various obfuscation methods. Another study18 considered
an automated video surveillance system and focused on finding the privacy-intelligibility tradeoff using objective
metrics such as face detection and face recognition.

However, since privacy is a subjective notion, Ref. 19 argued that the evaluation should be done subjectively.
The authors considered the problem of finding the balance between the ability of human guards to perform
a surveillance task and adequate protection of privacy. A subjective methodology and protocol were defined
for evaluation of privacy protection tools, focusing on two important aspects: (i) how much of the privacy is
protected by such a tool and (ii) how much it impacts the efficiency of the underlying surveillance task (intelli-
gibility). The pixelization filter showed the best performance in terms of balancing between privacy protection
and allowing sufficient intelligibility. Masking filter, instead, demonstrated the highest privacy protection with
low incorrectness and high uncertainty, which can be suitable for the higher security surveillance applications.



2.2 HDR imaging
High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging is expected, together with ultra-high definition (UHD) and high frame rate
(HFR) video, to become a technology that may change photo, TV, and film industries. Many different subjective
evaluations have been previously performed to compare different tone-mapping operators for HDR images and
video. Main focus of these studies was either on determining a more superior approach to tone-mapping or
establishing an evaluation methodology for subjective evaluation of HDR content. One of the first subjective
evaluations of HDR images was performed by Ledda et al.20 The authors used paired comparison to evaluate
the perceptual quality of six different tone-mapping algorithms. An HDR display was used as reference display
for 48 subjects. The focus of this work was on the evaluation methodology for the subjective comparison of HDR
images in a controlled environment. The evaluations provided the performance ranking of different tone-mapping
algorithms leading to different perceptual qualities in color and gray images. Similar studies were conducted to
determine the appeal of HDRi,21 usefulness of HDR for astronomical images,22 how accurately tone-mapping
algorithms represent reality,23 on objective metrics of HDR,24 and on using HDR for 3D content.25

However, as opposed to the above work, the goal of our study is not to find the best tone-mapping algorithm
but to demonstrate the invasive nature of HDR imaging, which threatens privacy of people. We therefore need
an effective evaluation methodology and tool that would allow us to test an image on privacy intrusiveness
subjectively in a practical environment.

2.3 Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is a specific instance of the outsourcing approach, when a larger task is split into a set of small
independent tasks that can be performed online in a short time without long-term commitment. Typically, such
tasks are repetitive and are usually grouped in larger units, referred to as campaigns. Social networks can be a
possible source of workers, which are usually unpaid in this case, for performing the crowdsourcing tasks. This
alternative was explored for evaluation of privacy tradeoff in video surveillance2 and proved being a viable option
for such assessments. An online application VideoRate has been built which uses Facebook ID for login and
a more reliable user authentication. Compared to laboratory based evaluations, this approach provides some
flexibility to users, as one could stop participation in the experiments at any time, as well as it better simulates
the real-time scenario, since the users evaluate videos in different lighting conditions and using monitors with
different resolutions and color settings. The call to participate was disseminated in the subjective test using the
VideoRate application via such social networks as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, as well as various research
mailing lists. With an estimated outreach to more than 1500, some 120 among them used the application
and submitted subjective scores. These subjective results were then compared with the results from a similar
evaluation conducted by a conventional approach in a designated research test laboratory at EPFL. The results
demonstrate a high correlation with only minor differences favoring the crowdsourcing method, which means
that it can be considered as a reliable and effective approach for subjective evaluation of visual privacy filters.

A more conventional crowdsourcing approach is to use a specialized mediator, an online crowdsourcing plat-
form, which allows setting up and distributing tasks, manages the workers for the campaigns, handles payments,
etc. Notable examples of such platforms are Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)‡ and Microworkers. MTurk is
the largest crowdsourcing platform and is often used in research, as well as in commercial third-party applica-
tions; however, it allows only US residents or companies to submit tasks to the platform. Microworkers, on the
other hand, allows international employers and it also provides employers the ability to choose the country of
origin of workers. In this paper, we employ Microworkers as the commercial crowdsourcing platform, as oppose
to the social networks,2 and evaluate different tone-mapped versions of HDR images testing their privacy intru-
siveness compared to typical SDR images. To display images to different workers provided by Microworkers and
to collect evaluation results, we used the QualityCrowd framework.26 It is an open-source platform designed for
QoE evaluation with crowdsourcing. We choose this framework, because it is easy to modify for our privacy eval-
uation task using the provided simple scripting language for creating campaigns, training sessions, and control
questions.
‡https://www.mturk.com/mturk/



3. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

To evaluate privacy intrusiveness in HDR images, one needs a dataset of such containing various people with
a visible privacy-related information. There are many datasets for evaluation of video analytics (detection,
recognition, and tracking algorithms), such as FERET dataset§ and Labeled Faces in the Wild (LWF)¶, PETS
2007‖, etc. There are also some of the HDR dataset of images and video commonly used for evaluation of
tone-mapping algorithms or appeal of HDRi compared to SDRi. But since these datasets were not designed with
privacy issues in mind, they are not suitable for evaluation of privacy related aspects. To the authors knowledge,
only one dataset for evaluation of privacy exists, called PEViD,27 but it is not an HDR dataset and therefore
cannot be used for this evaluation.

3.1 Dataset
The privacy dataset of HDR images should emphasize two main aspects:

• It should demonstrate the variety of privacy-related issues and notions, such as gender, age, race, and
personal identifiable items.

• It should bring out the specifics of HDR imaging, i.e., images dynamic range should be high enough for
HDR to manifest itself.

Following the above principles, we have created am HDR image dataset for privacy evaluation (see Figure 1
for some sample images), which contains 20 HDR images of 6000× 4000 resolution. The images were shot with
Nikon D70 camera using 5 bracketed images with different exposures (−2,−1, 0, 1, 2 exposure settings of the
camera). The images depict several (from 3 to 15) people standing in normal poses and mostly facing the camera
in different contrasting lighting conditions. The following conditions and scenarios were used:

• Camera in sunny outdoor is shooting inside dark indoor

• Camera inside dark indoor is shooting outside sunny outdoor

• Camera is in sunny outdoor shoots towards a dark shade

• Camera is facing a sunset

When creating the dataset, the aim was to have deep shades, sunny outdoor and dark indoor, lens sun flare, etc.

For crowdsourcing evaluations, to accommodate the typical display sizes of workers, all images were resized
to 800× 600 resolutions.

3.2 Methodology
Since people on crowdsourcing platform do not own HDR monitor, their displays are only able to reproduce
SDR images. Therefore, beside an SDR variant of each image, corresponding to a zero level exposure in the
camera Nikon D70, four tone-mapped versions were also shown to the crowdsourcing workers. The following
four representative tone-mapping operators were used: exponential (a simple global operator), by Drago et al.3
(a complex global operator), by Reinhard and Devlin4 (a complex local-based operator), and by Ward and
Simmons5 (a global operator adopted in JPEG-HDR format).

To evaluate privacy intrusiveness of HDR images in our dataset, for each image, we ask workers the following
five questions:

• How many people do you see in the picture?
§http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/humanid/feret/feret_master.html
¶http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/
‖http://pets2007.net/



(a) SDR version (b) Exponential TMO

(c) SDR version (d) Reinhard TMO

Figure 1: Examples of images from the dataset. The top images are more ‘true’ HDR image showing the higher
dynamic range compared to the bottom images.

• What is the GENDER of the person inside red box?

• What is the RACE of the person inside red box?

• What is the AGE of the person inside red box?

• What is the COLOR of T-SHIRT/TOP/DRESS of the person inside red box?

The answers to these questions can help us determine how much privacy-related details are visible and rank
different variations of the image according to privacy intrusiveness.

Special care was taken to make sure that a particular worker does not see twice the same person appearing
in different images of the dataset. For this purpose, the dataset was split in two subsets with 10 images each
shown in such order that a person shown in the red box (about whom the questions are asked) does not appear
in the previous images. Therefore, a worker always answers questions about the person in the red box that did
not appear before. This insures that workers answers are not influenced by the previous knowledge and makes
the subjective results reliable and fair. For the same reason, each campaign has one version of content (SDR
and four tone-mapped) appearing only once. And a single worker was not allowed to evaluate more than one
campaign. Having two subsets of images and five versions of each content resulted in 10 different campaigns of
10 images.

The evaluation required a relatively lager amount of workers, because a worker could not evaluated more than
one campaign. Since the largest number of workers on Microworkers come from Asia, this region was selected for



the evaluation. Only countries where English is a dominant language were chosen, with either more than 50%
of population or more than 10 mil of people speaking English, according to the Wikipedia.

Each campaign started with a message of what is required from the worker and a training session explaining
the evaluation process. Also, a brightness test was performed for each worker using method similar to the one
described in Ref.28.

4. EVALUATION RESULTS

In total, 396 workers participated in the evaluation experiment. The answers were first checked for the reliability
and only those that passed the filter were used in the result analysis.

4.1 Reliable workers detection
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Figure 2: Different methods of detecting unreliable workers.

Unlike lab-based subjective experiment where all subjects can be observed by experiment operators and its test
environment also can be controlled, the major shortcoming of the crowdsourcing-based subjective evaluation is



the inability to supervise participants behavior and to restrict their test conditions. When using crowdsourcing
for evaluation, there is a risk of including untrusted data into analysis due to the wrong test conditions or
unreliable behavior of some workers who try to submit low quality work in order to reduce their effort while
maximizing their received payment.28 For this reason, unreliable workers detection is an inevitable process in
crowdsourcing-based subjective evaluation. To identify a worker as ‘trustworthy’, the following four factors were
used in our experiment:

• Task completion time;

• Mean observation time per question;

• Observation duration deviation;

• Number of minority answers.

The objective of the first three factors is to filter out the workers who have strange behaviors in the middle
of their task, because they are either not serious or have poor concentration. The observation time per question
is measured as the time from when the question is displayed until the time the answer is given by the worker.
The task completion time, mean observation time and observation duration deviation can be calculated using
this data. If the task completion time or mean observation time per question is too long compared to their
averages of all workers, it can be deduced that they did not take the test seriously or were distracted during their
tasks. The task completion time and mean response time per question for each worker are given in Figures 2a
and 2b respectively. As indicated by the figures, some workers demonstrate large such values compared to the
corresponding mean. In order to filter out unreliable workers, the participants with three times larger than
the standard deviation of task completion time or mean observation time per question were excluded. These
values were chosen to account for about 99% ordinary workers with the assumption that the distribution of these
numbers follows the normal distribution, since the task was simple.

The observation duration deviation for each worker is shown in Figure 2c. This number shows how consistent
a worker is in answering the questions, hence, we excluded the workers with large deviation number, since it
means they did not concentrate on performing the task consistently. The value which is three times larger than
the standard deviation of all workers was used to remove the untrustworthy participants.

Finally, unreliable workers were also identified using an approach similar to a typical outlier detection method,
commonly used in most subjective quality evaluations. However, typical subjective tests use scoring methods
like five-grade evaluation, and outlier detection is performed on mean opinion score.29 Our experiments do not
have opinion scores because of the specific privacy-oriented questions we used. Therefore the number of minority
answers has been used for the outlier detection instead (see Figure 2d). The assumption is that a participant who
has a lot of different answers compared to the majority of workers is unreliable. The threshold was determined
in the same way as for the other three factors.

The above unreliable worker detection methods filtered out 14 workers out of total 396, resulting in 382 scores
used in the following analysis.

4.2 Evaluation results
Since not all HDR images actually have high dynamic range of luminance, we divided all images of the dataset
into two clusters: (i) images that while being HDR have range of luminance similar to SDR, termed SDR-like
HDR images (see Figures 1c,1d) and (ii) HDR images, termed true HDR images (see Figures 1a,1b), that have
luminance range significantly larger than SDR. This division was done to demonstrate the difference in the level
of privacy intrusiveness when using true HDR images and HDR images exhibiting dynamic range similar to a
‘normal’ SDR images.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the averaged answers to the questions given in Section 3.2 for the two clusters
of images. From the figures, it is clear that the higher number of workers answered questions correctly for
tone-mapped versions of the true HDR images compared to SDR version with no tone-mapping, which is not
the case for SDR-like HDR images, where all versions yield the same scores. Also, true HDR images were more
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Figure 3: Subjective scores for true HDR images. SDR (noTMO) and HDR images tone-mapped with different
algorithms were evaluated.

confusing for workers overall with correct scores for all such images being lower and uncertainty higher than for
SDR-like HDR images. Such confusion was due to many dark or over-saturated bright areas with low visibility
of the true HDR images.

When considering only SDR-like HDR images, we can still notice that questions about Race (Figure 4c),
Age (Figure 4d), and Color (Figure 4e) result in a number of wrong answers. The main reason for these is the
ambiguity of the choices we gave to workers as the answers to these questions. The answers to these kind of
questions are subjective and may depend of such factors like culture of the worker, origin, social background,
etc. For instance, the answers to the question about race included ‘White’, ‘Asian’, ‘Other’, and ‘I don’t know’.
And several people in the images were from South America with darker skin, which the workers, being from
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Figure 4: Subjective scores for the set of SDR-like HDR images. SDR (noTMO) and HDR images tone-mapped
with different algorithms were evaluated.

the Asian region, assumed to be also Asian origin, leading to a few wrong answers. However, these differences
in interpretation of the answers are not important. What is important is the different in how people answers
the same questions for different versions of the image contents when comparing true HDR images and SDR-like
HDR images.

Therefore, the main conclusion we can draw from Figure 3 and Figure 4 is that the tone-mapped versions
of the true HDR images show more privacy details than SDR versions, as the number of correct answers for
tone-mapped versions is higher and the uncertainty is lower. Some tone-mapping algorithms, such as Drago, also
show more visible details, and hence they are more privacy intrusive, than others.



5. CONCLUSION
This paper evaluated the privacy intrusiveness of HDR imaging via crowdsourcing evaluation of differently tone-
mapped images vs. a typical SDR. For that purpose, a privacy-aware dataset of 20 HDR images of different groups
of people were created using image fusion technique. The dataset contains both ‘true’ HDR images with high
dynamic range and SDR-like images with luminance range similar to a ‘typical’ SDR image. Using the proposed
evaluation methodology of privacy intrusiveness, we conducted crowdsourcing experiments employing 396 workers
from Microworkers crowdsourcing platform. The results of workers, checked for reliability, demonstrated that
images tone-mapped from HDR are more intrusive than SDR versions.

Since crowdsourcing is still not considered as reliable as the controlled experiments done in a laboratory
environment that is designed for the subjective evaluation, the findings of this paper need to be confirmed by
the lab-based assessments. Also, displaying tone-mapped version on a typical monitor is a poor substitution to
the actual HDR image displayed on an HDR monitor. Therefore, privacy evaluation experiments need to be
repeated by comparing actual HDR content with SDR version on a real HDR monitor.
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